Abstract: Expressed sequence tag -polymerase chain reaction (EST-PCR) molecular markers were used to infer spatial genetic structure of four lowbush blueberry (Vaccinium angustifolium Ait.) fields in Maine. Genetic structure was quantified at three spatial scales: (1) within apparent clones (intrapatch), (2) among clones within a field, and (3) among fields separated by as much as 65 km. Of five ''clones'' or putative individuals examined in the intrapatch study, two showed complete genetic homogeneity within the patch, while three showed some band differences at their edges compared with their interiors. These differences at the edges, however, matched adjacent clones (so-called ''intruders''), from which it was concluded that lowbush blueberry exhibits a fairly tight, phalanx clonal architecture with no evidence of invasive seedling establishment within clones. No significant correlation between genetic and physical distance was found among clones within fields via several statistical approaches. Significant among-field genetic differentiation was found via AMOVA (FPT = 8.4%; p 0.01) based upon transect samples across four fields ranging from 12.5 to 65 km apart. Principal component analysis and spatial autocorrelation (SA) corroborated these findings. Significant positive SA was found at the within-field distance class of <350 m, but SA decreased to an insignificant value by the first interfield distance of 12.5 km. A special form of SA analysis was employed to detect ''hotspots'' of genetic similarity between pairs of adjacent clones in two fields. Results indicated that 5 of 23 pairs of clones (21.7%) were genetically similar to each other, while the majority of pairs (18 of 23; 78.3%) showed random, decreasing patterns of genetic similarity. Results are discussed in terms of clonal dynamics including architecture, seedling recruitment, and inferred pollen or seed dispersal distances.
Introduction
Lowbush blueberry (Vaccinium angustifolium Ait.; 2n = 4x = 48) fields are rather unique among agricultural systems in that they are not sown, planted, or propagated from known genetic stock. Although today's commercial fields are intensively managed by use of pesticides and fertilizers, the individuals that make up fields are wild in origin. The individuals, because they can be easily distinguished from each other visually, are assumed to be unique genets and are referred to as ''clones'' in this system, although this is a misnomer. In Maine, lowbush blueberry fields represent 24 000 harvested hectares (Yarborough 2009 ). Lowbush blueberry is an extremely long-lived clonal organism and is considered to be a primarily outcrossing woody perennial in the family Ericaceae (Vander Kloet 1978) . It is generally viewed as having low overall levels of self-fertility, but significant variation in self-fertility has been reported by several authors (Aalders and Hall 1961; Wood 1968; Vander Kloet 1972; Hall et al. 1979) . It has been hypothesized that varying levels of genetic load carried by individual clones may be a primary factor in determining the observed variability in yield among adjacent clones. Very little is known of the spatial genetic structure (SGS) of fields or, since this is an insect-pollinated system in which pollen is distributed in a localized pattern (Turner et al. 1982) , the level of relatedness between likely breeding partners. This study represents the first molecular marker-based approach in characterizing SGS in lowbush blueberry.
Lowbush blueberry reproduces both sexually by beepollinated hermaphroditic flowers and clonally through an extensive underground rhizome system. It is a prostrate, spreading shrub in which average individuals (i.e., visually evident, distinct ''patches'') may range from 7.0 to 23.1 m 2 (Yarborough 2009 ). Owing to the frequent burning and (or) clearing of lands for several centuries, individual plants of unknown genetic origin were left to reclaim fields, where they formed a quilt-like pattern that can nearly completely cover the landscape (Myra et al. 2004 ). This is exemplified by the well-known ''Blueberry Barrens'' on the sandy, acidic, and nutrient-impoverished soils of the coastal plain near Cherryfield, Maine. Phenotypic variation among clones, including morphological, phenological, and yield differences, is dramatic (Vander Kloet 1978) . The boundaries between what appear to be different clones or patches are generally evident by casual observation, especially during bloom. However, the quantification of this, and the demonstration of the SGS of fields, including variation both within clones or patches (clonal fidelity) and among clones and fields, has not been possible until recently with the development of molecular markers. Using random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPDs) for fingerprinting and estimating genetic relationships among 26 select clones of lowbush blueberry from northern and western Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Maine, Burgher et al. (2002) found weak association by geographical origin for the accessions from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, but the Maine accessions shared a greater degree of similarity. More recently, we have demonstrated that expressed sequence tag -polymerase chain reaction (EST-PCR) markers developed from highbush blueberry (Rowland et al. 2003a (Rowland et al. , 2003b are useful for discerning genetic relationships among species of Vaccinium and also for estimating intraspecific genetic variability within and among clones in fields of lowbush blueberry (Bell et al. 2008) .
In the last several decades, lowbush blueberry fields in Maine have primarily been pollinated by rented honey bees (Drummond 2002) , which probably results, because of high plant density, in localized pollen distribution (Turner et al. 1982) . Indirect evidence of this comes from documented patterns of honey bee foraging (Aras et al. 1996; F.A. Drummond, unpublished data: median distance between bee visits = 1.3 m). This has been termed a ''near-neighbor'' model of pollen distribution in which plants are expected to receive much of their own pollen (geitonogomy) and that of their near neighbors (Waddington 1981; Turner et al. 1982) .
Inbreeding depression and embryonic genetic load have been documented in several species of Vaccinium Hancock 1988, 1991; Guillaume and Jacquemart 1999; Hokanson and Hancock 2000; Nuortila et al. 2006 ). In the absence of breeding and pedigree information, the inbreeding of individuals in lowbush blueberry may be estimated by comparing self versus outcross fruit or seed set success from field hand crosses (Frankham et al. 2002) . Self seed set relative to outcross seed set is generally low, but not in all individuals. Thus, a logical first hypothesis about factors affecting yield must certainly invoke inbreeding depression from the assumed close relationship of parents. In fact, in the absence of known relationship patterns in fields of lowbush blueberry, Myra et al. (2004) hypothesized ''a possible reason for low berry yield within many fields may be due to kinship of neighboring blueberry clones''. However, even if such inbreeding depression between highly related individuals is sufficient to attenuate yield, this would not by itself have implications for production economics or plant fitness unless the overall SGS of fields could be elucidated and shown to comprise significant areas or patches of closely related individuals. Wright (1943) has theoretically shown that isolation by distance can cause differentiation of populations due solely to the limited range of gene dispersal. In lowbush blueberry, dispersal is by haploid pollen (2x) via bees and by tetraploid seeds via migratory birds (especially robins; Eaton 1957), bears, and other frugivorous mammals (Hall et al. 1979 ). Seed dispersal is likely to be far greater than pollen dispersal by near-neighbor foraging bees. In a study by Nuortila et al. (2002) in Vaccinium myrtillus L. and Vaccinium vitis-idaea L., the optimum physical distance between crossing parents was found to be 5-10 m, but in this study genetic isolation by distance was assumed and not directly shown.
A few reports recently have used molecular markers (RAPDs) to describe genetic diversity, seedling recruitment, overall clonal growth architecture described in terms of the polar extremes of ''phalanx'' or ''guerilla'' (Doust 1981) , and the dynamics and life history characteristics of other Vaccinium species, including lingonberry, deerberry, and bog whortleberry (Kreher et al. 2000; Persson and Gustavsson 2001; Albert et al. 2004 Albert et al. , 2005 Garkava-Gustavsson et al. 2005) . Persson and Gustavsson (2001) have described the ''phalanx'' growth form as having short internodes, and thus a more compact patch with closely spaced ramets. They have described the ''guerilla'' form as having longer internodes, and thus more widely spaced ramets tending to inter-mingle with other clones. Attempts to characterize seedling recruitment patterns in these Vaccinium species along a continuum of ''initial seedling recruitment'' (ISR) to ''repeat seedling recruitment'' (RSR) (Eriksson 1989 (Eriksson , 1993 generally found low seedling recruitment or revealed an intermediate mode of ''recruitment at windows of opportunity'' or suitable microsites located away from the mother plant (RWO) (Jelinski and Cheliak 1992; Eriksson and Fröborg 1996) . Clonal architecture tended towards a phalanx pattern with some exceptions cited, especially in V. myrtillus, which at one site showed a distinct guerilla mode of spread (Albert et al. 2004) . These concepts provide a framework by which we can infer the inception of clonal populations and provide insights into the ongoing, dynamic nature of the distribution and maintenance of genetic variability. Our objective in lowbush blueberry (V. angustifolium) is to describe SGS in a way that can ultimately be used to interpret yield differences among near-neighbor pollen exchangers. This study represents the first molecularly based estimates of SGS in wild, managed lowbush blueberry. Using EST-PCR markers, we have focused on four nested levels of spatial structure: (i) intraclonal (or intrapatch), (ii) among clones within a field (''genet'' level), (iii) among fields, and (iv) among likely breeding pairs (''hotspots'' of significant positive genetic spatial autocorrelation) or groups of individuals in the field.
Materials and methods

Study sites and sampling
Plant materials were collected from clones from four managed lowbush blueberry fields in Maine in May 2007 and August 2008. The term ''clone'' is used here interchangeably with genet and ''stem'' with ramet. The sites are designated as Blueberry Hill Research Farm (44838'N, 67838'E) , Columbia (44840'N, 67852'E) , Passamaquoddy (44844'N, 67845'E) , and Amherst (44849'N, 68824'E). The four fields ranged from 12.5 to 65 km apart. Figure 1 shows a geographical map and the location of the fields. Leaf tissue sampling for DNA extraction followed different methods as dictated by the requirements of each stated objective.
Clonal fidelity study
Five random patches or putative clones (used since 2005 for various studies of phenology and yield measurements) separated by an average distance of 27.5 m were chosen at the Blueberry Hill Farm and arbitrarily numbered 2, 5, 8, 11, and 15. The areas of the clones (determined by GPS) were 17.9, 30.3, 33.9, 30.7, and 67 .9 m 2 , respectively. Five sampling points were selected within each clone at center, north, east, south, and west. These directional sampling points were established just within the visually evident border of each clone (*0.25-0.5 m) based upon leaf, stem, and flower gross morphologies. Approximately 3-5 g of leaf material was collected from 25-30 stems at each sampling point, making sure that what was collected appeared homogeneous and consistent with the morphology of the putative clone. In total, 25 samples were obtained, comprising the five sampling points within each of the five target clones. These samples were shipped fresh, overnight on ice, to the USDA-ARS, Genetic Improvement of Fruits and Vegetables Laboratory in Beltsville, Maryland, where they were stored at -80 8C until genomic DNA was extracted. In addition, the physical locations of all clones used in this study were marked in the fields by buried PVC pipe, and GPS positional coordinates (resolution 0.5 m) were recorded.
Within-field and among-field spatial genetic structure
For the among clones and among fields objectives (ii and iii; transect studies), field transects ranging from 300 to 610 m were established at each of the four study sites. Seven healthy and visually distinct clones were chosen as near as possible to being equidistant apart along each transect. Leaf tissue was collected from each clone and stored as described above, except that only the center point was collected to minimize any chance of contamination with leaf tissue of neighboring clones. Thus, in total, seven clones from each of the four fields yielded a total of 28 samples.
''Hotspots'' of positive spatial autocorrelation between pairs of adjacent clones A selection of other clones used in field hand-pollination experiments in 2007 directed to our overall question of the causes of yield variation in fields was also used here. These clones had been chosen for use as crossing pairs because they were adjacent to each other. Specifically, 11 pairs of adjacent clones at Blueberry Hill and 12 pairs at Columbia (total of 23 pairs) were chosen. Closely situated clones are highly likely to exchange pollen in this system and, therefore, relationships between them may be critical for fruit production. These pairs additionally afforded us the opportunity to test for ''hotspots'' of genetically related individuals who are likely breeding pairs under natural conditions. Leaf tissue was collected from the center point of each of these clones, as described above for the transect studies.
In summary, a total of 99 samples were collected initially: 25 (i), 28 (ii and iii; seven from each of four fields), and 46 (iv; 23 pairs at Blueberry Hill and Columbia). Additional leaf tissue samples of neighboring clones were later collected for the clonal fidelity study when several of the five clones showed some banding differences between edge samples and the center sample. Leaf tissue was subsequently collected from three points just exterior to the apparent visual edge of the focal clone on the side of the aberrant sampling point.
DNA extraction and EST-PCR analysis
The protocols for genomic DNA extraction from leaf tissue, primer design from ESTs for generation of EST-PCR markers, PCR, and gel electrophoresis have been described in detail previously for highbush blueberry (Rowland et al. 2003a (Rowland et al. , 2003b . Briefly, frozen leaves were ground with dry ice in a coffee grinder and stored at -80 8C. DNA was extracted using the CTAB procedure of Doyle and Doyle (1990) . Amplification reactions were carried out in 25 mL volumes containing reaction buffer (20 mmolÁL -1 NaCl, 50 mmolÁL -1 Tris-HCl pH 9, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% bovine serum albumin), 1.6 mmolÁL -1 MgCl 2 , 200 mmolÁL -1 each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP, 0.1 mmolÁL -1 each of the forward and reverse EST-PCR primers, 0.7 units of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin) , and 25 ng of template DNA. DNA was amplified in an MJ Re-search (Watertown, Massachusetts) PTC-100 thermal cycler programmed for an initial 5 min denaturation step at 95 8C, followed by 40 cycles of a 40 s denaturation step at 92 8C, 70 s annealing step at the appropriate annealing temperature, and 120 s extension step at 72 8C, followed by a final 10 min extension step at 72 8C. The annealing temperature for each primer was calculated as 4(no. of Gs and Cs) + 2(no. of As and Ts), and the lower of the two possible annealing temperatures was used for the reaction. Amplification products were separated by electrophoresis through 1.4% agarose gels containing ethidium bromide and digitally photographed under UV light. The bands were scored and analyzed as dominant binary characters, i.e., bands present (1) or bands absent (0). All reactions were routinely repeated at least twice and only clear, reproducible bands that ranged from *300 to 2500 bp were scored.
EST-PCR markers were initially developed for use in highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum L.) (Rowland et al. 2003a (Rowland et al. , 2003b . Primers were designed from EST libraries derived from cold-acclimated and non-acclimated floral buds of the highbush blueberry cultivar 'Bluecrop'. Primer pairs were designed from sequence data using the Primer3 Web site (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/input.htm; Rozen and Skaletsky 2000) and were designed as close as possible to the 5' and 3' ends of the ESTs, thus allowing amplification of as much of each gene as possible from the available sequences. Thus, in some cases the 5' and (or) 3' primers would be designed within 5' or 3' untranslated regions, but this was not done deliberately; near the ends of the ESTs was the only criterion. In a recent study, we demonstrated that these EST-PCR markers derived from highbush blueberry sequences are also suitable for the discrimination of intraspecific genetic variability among clones of lowbush blueberry, including one known family pedigree of four individuals (Bell et al. 2008 ). The primers listed in Table 1 were used in the different components of this study and are derived from a subset of the approximately 5000 highbush blueberry ESTs which are publically available in GenBank. Although generated from expressed genes, for our purposes these primers were screened and used solely on the basis of their robustness, clarity, reproducibility, and polymorphic information content.
Data analysis and statistical approaches
We chose genetic distance-based methods for our analytical approach. For each group of genotypes, a pairwise, individual-by-individual (N Â N) genetic distance matrix was calculated after Huff et al. (1993) . For dominant markers, this is constructed by summing the pairwise squared Euclidian band differences. Since with a dominant marker there can be only two classes, 1 or 0, this procedure amounts to a tally of total band differences between any given pair of clones (genotypes). This resulting symmetric genetic distance matrix was then used for all further principal component analyses (PCA), analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA; F PT ), Mantel tests, and any spatial autocorrelation (SA) testing. Within-field SGS was tested from transect and touching pair designs. Two analytical approaches were used: (1) Mantel testing and (2) specialized SA techniques (Cliff and Ord 1981; Smouse et al. 1986; Smouse and Long 1992; Peakall and Smouse 2006) in which ''correlograms'' are constructed. Both tests, using nonparametric techniques, allow statistical testing of results.
To test relationships between genetic and physical distances, a pairwise, symmetric physical distance matrix was calculated using the GPS coordinates for each clone. As an alternative approach in showing both within-and amongclone genetic similarity (distances), we used several modules in NTSYSpc v. 2.20j (Rohlf 1998 ) including estimates of a proportion-based metric of genetic similarity based on the DICE algorithm (Dice 1945; Nei and Li 1979) and unweighted pair group method with arithmetic means (UPGMA) clustering (Sneath and Sokal 1973) . Distributional characteristics including tests for normality (ShapiroWilk W test) were performed on the two sets of genetic distance data from clone pairs, separately and combined, from Blueberry Hill (22 clones) and Columbia (24 clones).
The null hypothesis tested in the intraclonal study is that there is complete genetic fidelity within the visual borders of each clone (or patch), i.e., that there should be no band differences among the five samples collected within any of the five clones. Scoring of markers was approached as if there were 25 putative genotypes. For within-clone band differences, the directional sampling point (center, N, E, S, or W) that was involved and the particular EST primer that produced the aberrant band(s) were noted. Table 1 . List of EST-PCR primer pairs used throughout this study, names of EST clones from which they were derived, and annealing temperatures.
Clone name
Forward and reverse primers (5'-3') Annealing temperature (8C)  CA7  CTTGCTGGTGTTGTTGCAGT  60  ACAGCACTTTGGGCCAATAC  CA12  CTGGTCATACCGGGCAAC  58  GATCAACGGGGTTCATGGT  CA16F  CCAATGCCACAAACGAGATT  56  CA16R  AGCCCCCAACTTTCGTTCT  CA21F  TATACAGCGACACGCCAAAA  56  CA21R  TCCGATAACCGTTACCAAGC  CA43  GGCACGAGGTCACAGAATGT  54  ACAATCCCACCCAAAAACAA  CA51  GCTGCTCTTGTACAGGGCTC  56  TTGCGCACACATAAACCTAAA  CA54  CCGGTGAACTTCCACTTGTT  58  AGATACTACTGGGGGTGGGG  CA66  TTCCTTTAGTCGCGTCATCA  56  ACTAAAAGGCCGACAGTGGA  CA113  CACGTCTCTCAGCAACAACC  58  GATCGGCTGCTTCCATCTAA  CA133  AAAGTTAAACGGCAGCGTGT  56  AGGCCCTGTTAAGTTTCATCC  CA144  GCAAACGACGGAAGGAGATA  56  TCCAACTCAACTCTGCATTTT  CA175F  GACAGATTGCGTAACCCGTAA  56  CA175R  CCAATCCGCTTTGTCTGTTT  CA176  AACTTTTGGGCGTTGCTTTT  54  AGGGGGACATGGCTCTTATT  CA193  GAGGGATTCAGCACGAAGAG  56  CAACATCATCAACCCCAACA  CA201  TTTGCGTCATTGGAGATTGA  54  GGATTCCTTGCTTTGGGTTT  CA227  TGGAGACTGGAGTGATGCAA  56  TTTGCAAGAACCATGCTGAG  CA231  CCAAAATGCCCAAACTCATC  54  AAGGAAAAGGAAACGGGAAA  CA248  TGGAGACTGGAGTGATGCAA  58  AAGTGCATTAAGCATCCGAAA  CA278  CACCACCACCACTCAGTCAC  60  CTCGCAGAAACAGTCCATCA  CA287  AGGGCTTTCCCTCAATCACT  58  CCTTGTTGTTCCTTCCTTCG  CA464  CGAGCAAAGGAGATGGAAAC  58  TAAAATCGAAGACGCCCATC  CA661  ATTCGGCACGAGAG/AAAATG  56  ATCTAATCGCTGTCGCTGCT  CA743  AAAGCCACACCAGAAGAACG  60  CTGCCTTAGCAGCAATTTCC  CA791  AGAGCCAAAAGAAGGGGAAG  56  TCAAAAGTTTTCCGGACCAG  CA1029F  GAAGTTTTCCGTTCTCTGCAA  58  CA1029R  CTGCAGCTAGGACCGAAGAG  CA1050  AGCTCAGCTTGTTTGCGAGT  60  ACTTGCACCTCACACAGCAC  CA1093  GGAACAGGAGGAGGTTTGGT  60  ACGAGAAACCTCAGCTGCAT  CA1105 TGGTGCTTTCATCCTGCTAAGCT 58 TGCTTCTTGGGTGACTC For testing the null hypothesis of random spatial genetic structure, two approaches, both available in GenAlEx 6.1 (Smouse et al. 1986; Smouse and Long 1992; Peakall and Smouse 2006) , were used. These were Mantel tests (Mantel 1967) and SA tests, which consist of constructing ''correlograms'' that plot a specialized SA coefficient for pairwise members within a chosen set of distance classes (Cliff and Ord 1981) . Both of these approaches provide statistical methods that allow significance testing of linear relationships between genetic and physical distances. Also, both are useful for detecting either isolation-by-distance phenomena or near-neighbor positive (''hotspots'') or negative SA (''coldspots''). These tests were performed on the seven samples in each of the four transect fields, and on the 11 and 12 pairs of clones at the Blueberry Hill and Columbia sites, respectively.
The apportionment of genetic variation to within versus among populations was estimated through AMOVA (Excoffier et al. 1992) as implemented in GenAlEx 6.1. An AMOVA generates estimates of population differentiation (F PT statistic), which are analogous to Wright's F ST . PCA was also used to aid visualization of population differentiation (Orloci 1978) .
Finally, to detect ''hotspots'' of genetic similarity between likely breeding pairs, the 23 pairs (11 pairs and 12 pairs) of adjacent clones from Blueberry Hill and Columbia were used. A special analysis available in GenAlEx 6.1, twodimensional local SA, was performed (Smouse and Peakall 1999; Peakall et al. 2003; Double et al. 2005) . This is a form of local SA analysis in which a local correlation coefficient, lr, is generated for pairs of individuals that fall within a certain distance class. In this case, our chosen specialized distance class was the range of distances encountered between all clones and the next nearest neighbor (11 and 12 pairs considered for each field). This correlation coefficient is a proper correlation coefficient in having a mean of 0 in the absence of autocorrelation and a domain of [-1, +1]. Permutation testing and a one-tailed Note: EST-PCR primers were designed near the 5' and 3' ends of ESTs from non-acclimated (NA) and cold-acclimated (CA) flower buds of highbush blueberry (V. corymbosum) cultivar 'Bluecrop'. For GenBank accession numbers and BLAST results of ESTs, see the Blueberry Genomics Database (http://bioinformatics.towson.edu/BBGD/; Alkharouf et al. 2007 ). Most of the cDNAs from the blueberry EST libraries were sequenced only from the 5' ends, and the PCR primers were designed near the ends of the one available sequence to amplify as large a portion of the genes as possible. However, a few cDNAs were sequenced from both the 5' and 3' ends, in which case the EST clone names end in either an F or an R to indicate the 5' or 3' sequence. In those cases, the forward primer was designed from the 5' end of the 5' sequence and the reverse primer was designed from the 3' end of the 3' sequence, again to amplify as much of the gene as possible from the available sequences. test (to detect only positive SA) at p = 0.1 were used to assess which of the pairs of clones were significantly genetically similar to the other pairs (Sokal et al. 1998) .
Results
Clonal fidelity study
For the clonal fidelity study, EST-PCR markers were scored for polymorphisms among a set of 25 putative genotypes (five clones or patches Â five directional sampling points). This resulted in a binary matrix in which a total of 46 polymorphic bands were scored using 15 primers. Initially, the null hypothesis of complete patch fidelity (no band differences within a patch) was rejected for three of the five clones. Only clones 5 and 8 showed complete band homogeneity (100% within-clone similarity) among the five sampling points at all 46 loci (Fig. 2) . Three of the clones, 2, 11, and 15, had within-patch differences between at least one edge sample and the center. Clone 11 had four band differences from center among three primers at the east sampling point. Clone 15 had the greatest number of differences: 11 bands among seven primers at the north sampling point. Clone 2 was unique in that 2C (clone 2 center) and 2N (clone 2 north edge) were different from 2E, 2S, and 2W in two bands among two primer combinations (Fig. 2) .
Based on these results, we designed a sampling protocol to collect tissue at the nearest likely points just outside the clones in question at the direction of the aberrations or dissimilarities to try to match the aberrations to a neighboring clone's fingerprint. We sampled at three points in a small arc just exterior to the aberrant sampling point for each clone (outside the clone boundary). PCRs were run with center, original aberrant, and the three newly collected possible ''intruder'' ramets using the primers that resulted in the aberrations. Since all three clones that showed differences had been used in field hand-pollination studies in 2007 with touching neighbors, we also ran reactions comparing each of these three focal clones with its touching neighbor. For clones 11 and 15 we could not match the aberrant bands with the three directionally sampled ''intruders'', but found in both cases that the neighboring clone from the 2007 study matched the aberrations and was identified as the intruder clone. These neighboring clones were just outside the sampled arcs, but were still adjacent, in the expected direction, to our clones of interest. For clone 2, a southerly clone within the sampled arc was identified as the likely adjacent intruder in the same manner. Figure 3A shows one example from the intraclonal study of the aberrant bands at sampling point 15N. In Fig. 3B , the results from PCRs using several primers which gave aberrant bands and DNA from the original 15C sample, aberrant 15N sample, and touching neighbor are shown, revealing how the fingerprint of the touching neighbor at the northeastern edge of clone 15 matched the aberrant banding pattern. All 11 aberrant bands among seven primer combinations were accounted for in this way.
Within-field spatial genetic structure
Against the null hypothesis of random distribution of clones within a field, we tested whether physical distance correlated with genetic distance among clones in each field. We used two experimental groups of clones and two statistical approaches. The two groups of clones tested were (1) four fields (Blueberry Hill, Columbia, Passamaquoddy, and Amherst) of seven equidistant clones along nearly linear transects of approximately 300-610 m, and (2) two fields (Blueberry Hill and Columbia) of 11 pairs and 12 pairs of touching clones used for field hand-pollination studies in 2007. In the latter group, distances between clones within fields ranged from *3 to 430 m (the shorter distances are those between samples in pairs and the longer distances are those between pairs) and included many distance classes owing to the more varied positions of clones within the fields as compared with the linear transect study.
For the transect study, a total of 19 PCR-EST primers yielded 75 polymorphic bands (average 3.9 bands per primer). Our analyses show that none of the individual Mantel tests (linear correlation between genetic and physical distance) of the four within-field transects of seven clones each were significant (P (rxy-rand rxy-data) = 0. 2 . UPGMA similarity dendrogram depicting relative withinclone or intrapatch (C, N, E, S, and W refer to center, north, east, south, and west sampling points, respectively) genetic similarity compared with among-clone (clones 2, 5, 8, 11, and 15) variability at Blueberry Hill. For the 25 putative genotypes, a total of 46 bands were scored as polymorphic either within or among the five clones. Clones 5 and 8 are completely homogeneous (100% within-clone fidelity). Clones 2 (two band differences) and 11 (four band differences) show greater than *90% within-clone similarity, while clone 15 shows the most within-clone variation at sampling point 15N (11 band differences, *70% similarity). The proportions of among-clone and within-clone variation are 93% and 7%, respectively. All within-patch differences shown here were identified as proximal ''intruding'' clones at the edges of the focal clones, and thus no evidence was found for successful within-clone seedling establishment.
bia, respectively). Repeated Mantel tests of both of the above groups using log(1 + x) transformations of the geographic distance matrices also did not reveal significant linear correlations.
The SA approach also revealed no significant association of physical and genetic distance in either the transect fields or the two fields of paired clones. Results were not different from the expectation of random spatial structure across all distance classes (data not shown). Particularly, there was no evidence of significant positive SA found at the shorter distance classes within fields. Thus, these two within-field analyses revealed no significant SA at the distances among near-neighboring clones or at the distances measured within fields (*3-430 m).
We also examined the distributional characteristics of the pairwise similarity values calculated via the DICE algorithm in NTSYSpc for all 466 pairwise comparisons pooled from the 22 and 24 clones at Blueberry Hill and Columbia using SAS JMP v. 7 (SAS Institute Inc. 1989 -2007 . The average genetic similarity pooled for both fields was 0.52 ± 0.09 with a range of 0.25-0.77. Values falling in the 0.4-0.6 range comprised 72.5% of the total. The percentages of values falling below 0.4 and above 0.6 were 9.2% and 18.2%, respectively, indicating a negative skew with a somewhat greater proportion of more similar values falling above the mean. When both fields were pooled, these data were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk W test, P < W = 0.575; n = 466). Table 2 shows the pairwise (field vs. field) and overall results of the AMOVA that partitions the among-and withinpopulation genetic variability of the four populations. The overall among-population variation, F PT , was found to be significant at 8.4% (P (rand data; n = 999) = 0.010). In marked contrast with the within-field analyses, at between-field distances of up to 65 km (Blueberry Hill to Amherst) significant among-population (field) genetic differentiation was found. The majority of the variability (91.6%) was found to be within fields. This conclusion was further corroborated by a Mantel test which showed significant linear correlation (P (rxy-rand rxy-data; n = 999) = 0.014, r = 0.18) of the entire amalgamated 28 by 28 cell symmetric genetic and physical distance matrices (364 pairwise comparisons).
Among-field spatial genetic structure
A breakdown of the overall structure by pairwise field comparisons reveals a significant pattern (Table 2) . By com- (2, 5, 8, 11, and 15) at the five directional sampling points (center, N, E, S, W) using primer pair CA1050. The aberrant bands in the 15N sample, as compared with the 15C sample, are indicated by arrows and are shown to match the profile from a neighboring clone (I for intruder). (B) More PCR products from clone 15 using primer pairs CA51, CA1807, and CA1785L. These reactions reveal more aberrant bands in the 15N sample (indicated by arrows) as compared with the 15C sample, which match the profiles from the neighboring clone (I).
paring this data, and referencing both the two-dimensional PCA ordination plot of these four fields in genetic space (Fig. 4) and the geographical map of the sites (Fig. 1) , a pattern emerges. Blueberry Hill and Columbia, which are separated by *18 km, do not show significant genetic variation between them (F PT = 1.4%; P (rand data; n = 999) = 0.335). However, each of these fields separately does show significant variation from the Passamaquoddy field (F PT = 6.4% and 9.0%, respectively; P (rand data; n = 999) = 0.003 and 0.043, respectively). The most significant differences occur between Columbia and Amherst and between Passamaquoddy and Amherst. Although Amherst is physically closer to Columbia and Passamaquoddy (46 and 53 km, respectively) than to Blueberry Hill (65 km), the genetic differentiation between Amherst and Columbia or Passamaquoddy (F PT values of 12.1% and 14.4%, respectively; P (rand data; n = 999) = 0.002) is greater than that between Amherst and Blueberry Hill (F PT = 6.2%; P (rand data; n = 999) = 0.028).
The ordination plot (Fig. 4) supports the statistical results from the AMOVA by showing Blueberry Hill situated and coalescing somewhere between Columbia, Passamaquoddy, and Amherst. The ordination shows no overlap between the Columbia and Passamaquoddy sites and Amherst; thus, these comparisons represent the highest pairwise values of F PT . Principal components 1, 2, and 3 explain 20.7%, 18.2%, and 17.7% (56.6% cumulative) of the complete spatial genetic variation. Both the ordination plot and the AMOVA reveal that Blueberry Hill displays the greatest proportion of within-field variability in genetic space (22.3%), with Columbia, Passamaquoddy, and Amherst following (20.4%, 20.1%, and 20.2%, respectively). This is reflected in the Blueberry Hill clones having the greatest spread of any of the four fields depicted in the ordination plot.
SA analyses were also performed on data from the four fields. Figure 5 depicts two correlograms of the transect study, one which includes Blueberry Hill (distance class 19 km) and one which excludes it. The y-axis represents the average SA coefficient, r, as a function of distance class (lag size) on the x-axis. The distance classes chosen here are simply all the possible between-field distances as well as a pooled within-field distance class. For Fig. 5A , this results in a within-field distance class at 610 m, followed by each successive possible pairwise interfield distance class, yielding a total of seven distance classes. What is apparent in Fig. 5A is that there is a highly significant positive SA (the r value falls above the 95% confidence interval about a correlation of zero) at the shorter distances from 610 m. This initial r value is 0.069 at the 610 m class and then descends to intersect the x-axis at a physical distance of *12 500 m. This intersection of the x-axis is an estimate of neighborhood size (Sokal 1979) . The two peaks at the 19 000 m (Columbia -Blueberry Hill) and 65 000 m (Blueberry HillAmherst) distance classes corroborate what the ordination reveals about the positioning of the Blueberry Hill field in genetic space, i.e., between Columbia-Passamaquoddy and Amherst. Figure 5A also reveals significant negative SA values at both the 46 000 and 53 000 m classes. We included Fig. 5B to show what happens to the estimate of SGS when Blueberry Hill is excluded from the analysis. There is still a clear and significantly positive SA in the shorter distance class and a similar x-axis intersection at *12 500 m, but then there is a steady decline from significantly positive (shorter distances) to significantly negative SA at the greater distance classes. In summary, all three methodological approaches to discerning evidence of isolation by distance among these four fields, AMOVA, PCA, and SA, revealed congruent patterns. Nonrandom, statistically significant proportional correlations of physical and genetic distance were found at the among-field distances we studied.
''Hotspots'' of spatial genetic architecture
Finally, we searched for ''hotspots'' of positive SA among the 23 pairs of touching clones at Blueberry Hill and Columbia. Finding genetically similar or related pairs, or possibly whole groups of related clones, which would be likely pollen exchangers would be supportive of the hypothesis that inbreeding depression is a possible factor in suppressing yields in some clones. To address this question we used the same set of marker data described above for the within-field structural study, but the data were analyzed differently via a two-dimensional local SA test available in GenAlEx 6.1. Figure 6 depicts a graphical map of Blueberry Hill and Columbia showing pairs of adjacent clones. The x and y axes are the physical locations of clones plotted in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) geographical coordinates. Using a permutational technique (n = 9999) of testing significance and a one-tailed liberal cutoff of p = 0.1 (Sokal and Wartenberg 1983) , three of the 11 clonal pairs at Blueberry Hill and two of the 12 clonal pairs at Columbia (five of 23 pairs; 21.7%) showed significant genetic similarity as calculated by the specialized SA coefficient at one distance class, the distance of each clone to its nearest neighbor. At Blueberry Hill (Fig. 6A) , clone pairs 5 and 6, 13 and 14, and 19 and 20 demonstrated significant local SA (lr) coefficients of 0.337 (p = 0.03), 0.193 (p = 0.04), and 0.248 (p = 0.05), respectively. At Columbia (Fig. 6B) , the significant pairs were 1 and 2 and 5 and 6, with lr values of 0.151 (p = 0.07) and 0.150 (p = 0.08), respectively. In both fields, the majority of the pairs (18 of 23 pairs; 78.3%) did not show significant similarity. A more conservative cutoff value of p = 0.05 decreased the significantly related pairs from five to three of the 23 pairs. Interestingly, further liberalization of the cutoff to values of p 0.3 did not increase the number of significantly related pairs.
Discussion
The inception of the fields of the lowbush blueberry barrens near Cherryfield, Maine, and the source of the genotypes (clones) that inhabit them are unclear. Although these fields have been managed by humans for several centuries by fire and more recently by the use of mowing, pesticides, and fertilizers, which must have had some ecological impact, it is doubtful that these cultural practices have changed the natural distribution of genetic individuals (clones) present in and among these fields. We take the view that the few centuries of limited human involvement in the management of these fields are relatively insignificant compared with the 13 000 years since the last glacial retreat (Borns 2004 ) cleared these lands, and therefore that natural processes such as genetic drift, selection, clonal growth dynamics, and gene dispersal, as well as unknown events and circumstances (including natural fire) over this time course, are the more likely driving factors in shaping the genetic apportionment and diversity we see today.
Clonality: an option in some plants
Clonality has been theoretically interpreted as a strategy in some plant species to modulate the relative investments between vegetative (clonal) growth and periodic episodes of sexual recruitment (Klimes et al. 1997) . Körner (2003) reported that clonal plants increase in abundance in alpine environments, where conditions may render sexual reproduction risky. Such environments may include shorter vegetative growth periods, nutrient-impoverished soils, low temperatures, high winds, and snow cover, which are typical of alpine habitats. Vaccinium angustifolium, a clonal organism that grows as a dense underground mat of rhizomes, is not formally classified as an alpine plant. However, in the most likely theories of its polyploid evolution, whether allotetraploid (hybrid of Vaccinium boreale Hall & Aalders and Vaccinium myrtilloides Michx. or V. boreale and Vaccinium pallidum Ait.) or autotetraploid (of V. boreale), V. boreale, the alpine blueberry, is involved (Vander Kloet 1977; Hokanson and Hancock 1993) . In general, species of Vaccinium are known to occupy temperate, boreal, and alpine habitats. Vaccinium angustifolium has an overall distribution that ranges from the Appalachian uplands of Virginia at 378N to 678N in Quebec (Hall et al. 1979) . However, the center of its distribution spans from Maine to Nova Scotia, a region that can be characterized as environmentally similar to the alpine regions described by Körner (2003) . Addressing questions involving the levels and apportionment of genetic variation in clonal plants necessitates a description of the clonal architecture or patch structure, i.e., ''phalanx'' or ''guerilla'' (Doust 1981) , as well as the nature and frequency of sexual recruitment (initial [ISR], repeated [RSR] , or at windows of opportunity [RWO] ) (Eriksson 1989 (Eriksson , 1993 Jelinski and Cheliak 1992; Eriksson and Frö-borg 1996) . Additionally, citing disturbance regime and dispersal capabilities (gene flow and relative distances) enables the presentation of a biologically meaningful framework of life history traits by which the functional significance of the SGS can be discussed.
What is a ''patch''? Even within other Vaccinium species, comparisons of modes of clonal architecture are difficult. ''Patch'' is the term often used (Persson and Gustavsson 2001; Albert et al. 2005 ), but it can mean different things in terms of size, shape, density, and especially within-patch genetic homogeneity. In lowbush blueberry, the term long adopted as meaning a visually distinct genetic individual is ''clone''. For comparative purposes, we use it here as synonymous with ''patch'', as used in other literature. Patches within other clonal organisms, as well as other Vaccinium species, are typically characterized along a continuum ranging from tightly to loosely aggregated collections (conservative ''phalanx'' to explorative ''guerilla'', respectively) that may comprise single or multiple genets. Persson and Gustavsson (2001) reported in lingonberry (V. vitis-idaea) that among a total of 129 samples collected from 20 patches from two populations, 29 unique genets were found. Although they characterized lingonberry as adhering to the phalanx architecture (with some plasticity towards guerilla observed in some wild populations), it is evident from their data that many of the patches contained more than one genet. In one patch, as many as five genets were found to coexist. In another study with bilberry (V. myrtillus), Albert et al. (2004) reported that 95 genets were found among a total of 586 samples collected from 12 patches. We interpret this to mean that what visually appears to be a homogeneous patch in bilberry is actually quite genetically heterogeneous. Patches can have multiple, comingling genets within them.
In the case of V. angustifolium, in our sampling of five ''clones'' (patches) at the Blueberry Hill Farm at five directional points (25 samples), eight distinct genets were observed (8 genets/5 patches = 1.6 genets/patch), close to the number of genets observed per patch in lingonberry (29 genets/20 patches = 1.5 genets/patch) and much less than that observed in bilberry (95 genets/12 patches = 7.9 genets/ patch). Two of the ''clones'', 5 and 8, were composed entirely of one genet. Three ''clones'', 2, 11, and 15, had band differences from the center in at least one directional sampling point. However, these differences were found at the clone edges, and were later identified as ''intruders'', or comingled ramets from touching clones. We anticipated an ''edge effect'' and sampled accordingly just inside the visually evident border of each clone, but we still detected intruders, indicating a somewhat deeper penetration than we had originally supposed.
A hallmark of fields of lowbush blueberry, especially evident during flowering even by visual inspection, is the ''quilt-like'' mosaic pattern that clones form across the landscape (Myra et al. 2004) . Our molecular data corroborate this observation. What appears by phenotypic observation to be a clone is indeed generally one genetic individual or genotype, notwithstanding some ''edge effects''. In comparison with other Vaccinium species, clones in managed fields of lowbush blueberry exhibit a distinctly tight phalanx pattern coordinates depicting relative locations of ''hotspots'' using twodimensional local spatial autocorrelation techniques to show significant pairwise genetic similarity of adjacent clones in two managed fields in Maine: (A) Blueberry Hill (11 pairs) and (B) Columbia (12 pairs). ++ indicates pairs of clones that are significantly similar to each other by bootstrap analysis in the local SA coefficient (lr) generated for that pair (Smouse and Peakall 1999) . The distance class used is the range of distances between all clones and their next nearest neighbor, i.e., the pairs seen. In total, five of 23 (21.7%) pairs in both fields were found to be significantly similar, while the majority (18 of 23; 78.3%) were not more similar than two randomly chosen clones.
with discernable borders. Genetically, at the within-patch level, clones are highly organized and exhibit very high values of within-patch genetic similarity relative to amongclone similarity, as seen in the UPGMA dendrogram presented in Fig. 2 .
In showing complete intraclonal fidelity in two of five clones, and by identifying the band differences in the other three clones as coming from adjacent neighbors, we did not find evidence for successful seedling establishment within the canopy of the mother plant or clone. This was expected from the literature (Vander Kloet 1976; Hall et al. 1979) and has a significant effect on inferences about the nature of seedling recruitment in this species and outcrossing due to foraging behavior of bees. Within phalanx architectures, seedling occurrence is considered to be low and this agrees with our data and the general literature of lowbush blueberry. There is a further attenuation of success among seeds that germinate and seedlings that show viability and survive. Vander Kloet (1976) reported that seedling recruitment shows a ''clumpy'' initial distribution but that less than 1% of these initially established seedlings survive the winter. Eriksson and Fröborg (1996) , for example, addressed the phenomenon of apparently low seedling recruitment in four Vaccinium species and showed that successful seedling establishment happens, but when it does, it happens on suitable microsites or at windows of opportunity located away from the parental clone; V. myrtillus tended to show greater seedling growth on decaying wood substrate.
Among clones in fields
We found no evidence of significant correlations of physical and genetic distance among clones within fields in either the transect study or the two fields of pairs of touching clones. Both Mantel tests and SA correlograms revealed random genetic structure. SGS is largely dictated by the vagility of pollen and seed, which drives the distances over which gene flow occurs in plants. These distances are highly variable across taxa (Epperson 2007) . As an example of short-distance positive SA, Levin (1984) has shown in Phlox drummondii Hook. that the distances of pollen distribution by lepidopterans and seed dispersal by explosive capsules are similar and distribution is very near to the mother plant (<2 m). Levin closed by postulating that the high level of proximity-dependent abortion found in this system is caused by ''proximity-dependent consanguinity'' of neighbors due to the near-neighbor seed distribution patterns. Phlox drummondii, however, is an annual with short-distance gene flow characteristics. Lowbush blueberry, in contrast, possesses very different life history traits. It is clonal, with genets that are extremely long-lived (>200 years) , and woody, and because of its levels of inbreeding depression, it is generally viewed as an obligate outcrosser. Seed dispersal occurs over potentially long distances by birds and bears via ingested berries and is likely to be several orders of magnitude greater than the near-neighbor bee movements of pollen. Moreover, recent studies by Hill and Vander Kloet (2005) have shown that seed bank persistence in V. angustifolium is higher than had previously been thought (Vander Kloet and Hill 1994) and that seed banks could have gradually built up. Seeds that had been buried experimentally for up to 15 years were germinable. This suggests that in lowbush blueberry there is high dispersal of seeds at significant distances away from their sources to sites where they have both a spatial and a temporal opportunity for successful establishment. Thus, we speculate this would create a situation in which an ISR pattern of recruitment could explain how these fields originated following disturbance (earlier glacial events and ongoing natural fires) by the creation of suitable microsites on a broad scale.
We find our results consistent with these life history traits. Because of the highly distinct phalanx architecture described previously, together with the lack of evidence of seedling establishment near the mother plant and the longdistance capability of seed dispersal, one would expect to detect isolation by distance at distances greater than the within-field distances presented here. In this system, except for the possible rare, near-neighbor progeny (''hotspots'', to be described in the last section), localized individuals are not, in the majority, direct offspring of their neighbors as is the case with P. drummondii. Rather, the distribution of genotypes in space is more random.
Among-field population differentiation
In accordance with theoretical expectations (Hamrick and Godt 1996) , lowbush blueberry, which is a long-lived, woody, outcrossing perennial with potentially high seed dispersal abilities, revealed significant among-field structure (Table 2 ). An overall population differentiation of 8.4% was found among the four fields, with the majority of the genetic variation ascribed to within-population variation (91.6%). In four studies using molecular markers (RAPDs) to study SGS in three other Vaccinium species, the same pattern was reported, i.e. the majority of the genetic variation was allocated to within-population variation (Persson and Gustavsson 2001; Albert et al. 2004 Albert et al. , 2005 Garkava-Gustavsson et al. 2005 ) (summarized in Table 3 ). All of these studies show evidence for isolation by distance among populations, which Wright (1943) has argued could happen by limits to dispersal alone. It has been extensively presented in the literature that increasing distance between populations tends to increase genetic differentiation in many plant species (Nybom and Bartish 2000) . We did not detect SGS at the within-field level but found it generally to increase progressively as the distances between fields increased (Table 2) . With the exception of Blueberry Hill, which seemed to fall between the Passamaquoddy or Columbia and Amherst fields in genetic space (Fig. 4) , the trend depicted in Fig. 5B (Blueberry Hill excluded) shows that as the distance between the fields increased, so did the proportion of among-field variation. By way of a possible explanation for Blueberry Hill coalescing somewhere between the Columbia, Passamaquoddy, and Amherst fields, the geological record indicates that the Blueberry Hill field is on a different glaciomarine delta, the Columbia Falls delta, from the other three fields, which are on the Pineo Ridge delta (Borns 2004) . It is thought that the last ice sheet would have receded in such a way that the Pineo Ridge delta would have been exposed first and, thus, presumably colonized by blueberries earlier than the Columbia Falls delta, which would have still been submerged. Thus, Blueberry Hill is probably a younger field, colonized later than the other three.
Also, of particular note is that we found positive SA at the within-field distances, which means that clones pooled in the within-field distance class, on the whole, are more genetically similar than clones compared across fields (Fig. 5) . The r value decreases from this point to intersect the x-axis at *12.5 km. Sokal (1979) argued that this intersection could be taken as an estimate of N e (effective neighborhood size). It seems plausible that migratory robins (Eaton 1957) could distribute seed this far over a possible 15-year time frame (seed bank longevity). Although there are many possible explanations for the greater differentiation of the Amherst site from Passamaquoddy and Columbia, such as founder effects or unknown reproductive barriers in the past, our results are consistent with the berry or seed dispersal ecology of other Vaccinium species that have been discussed here (Persson and Gustavsson 2001; Albert et al. 2004 Albert et al. , 2005 Garkava-Gustavsson et al. 2005) .
''Hotspots'' of positive spatial autocorrelation between pairs of adjacent clones
Since our data indicated no significant (''global'') positive SGS of clones within field-level distance classes, tests for two-dimensional local SA between pairs of adjacent clones that are likely pollen exchangers are both possible and valid (Sokal and Wartenberg 1983) . Sokal and Wartenberg (1983) argued that using an a priori biological hypothesis of why structure may exist and relaxing the p value to 0.1 allows an ''explorative'' approach to looking at how related nearest neighbors are to each other. Such relatedness of likely breeding partners is of great interest to us in our overall goal, as described in the Introduction. We understand, however, that in sampling only one neighbor we have not documented the entire ''pollen neighborhood'' surrounding a given recipient.
We found that a minority of pairs (5/23) were significantly genetically similar, while the majority of pairs (18/ 23) were no more similar than two randomly chosen clones; in other words, there was a ''patchy'' distribution (Fig. 6) . Given that our results suggest the fields came about from ISR with infrequent disturbances allowing for RWO, a patchy type of distribution of related individuals would be expected. On the other hand, with an RSR pattern of recruitment we would expect to have detected seedling establishment within the canopy of the mother clones (different genotypes within clones, not just intermingling of clones at the edges), or seedling establishment near mother clones (more closely related pairs of clones and genetic structure within fields). Levin (1984) presented a classic example of RSR in P. drummondii populations across Texas, which disperse pollen locally by lepidopterans and seed by explosive capsules. Phlox drummondii shows a high level of nearneighbor relatedness. Given the lack of evidence of withinclone seedling establishment, the long-distance dispersal of seed, and the persistence of this seed in seed banks, we argue that lowbush blueberry fields in Maine present a situation opposite to that shown by Levin in P. drummondii. Neighboring clones, in general, are not closely related (parent-progeny) as might be expected if the seed dispersal and recruitment mode in lowbush blueberry were similar to those in P. drummondii. Owing perhaps to the intensity of intraspecific competition by shading and other factors, nearneighbor establishment of direct progeny is not the norm here.
Although RWO may be opened up by the eventual death of clones, which could allow for progeny clones to establish in these areas from berries or seed falling from adjacent parents, we hypothesize that it is not the primary process that caused the inception or the development and maintenance of the genotype distributions in these fields. It may, however, represent a dominant component in the maintenance of these fields over very long periods of time. We also believe that it is possible that these pockets or pairs (5/23) are related, owing to the nature of near-neighbor pollen flow; i.e., berries ingested by birds would almost certainly contain a high percentage of seeds that were sibs or half-sibs. Given the ''clumpy'' distribution of seedling establishment and the consequent survival of only a few of those seedlings (Vander Kloet 1976) , some neighbors would have a likelihood of being related. From our methodology paper (Bell et al. 2008) , we found that known progeny differed from their parents by 12%-17% of the total scored bands. In this study, the five pairs of significantly related clones differed by 15%-21% of total scored bands, thus falling within the range expected if they were progeny, sibs, or half-sibs of their neighbors. However, the overall distribution of genotypes is likely also the result of a long series of stochastic dispersal and colonization processes and a series of unknown events and conditions. The results of these kinds of random events over such time periods, in addition to our hypothesized modes of temporal and spatial recruitment, could in concert explain the patterns of genetic apportionment, great range, and enormous variability that we see today in the wild lowbush blueberry populations on the eastern coast of Maine. 
